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While the structural-acoustic coupling between flexible structures and closed acoustic cavities has

been extensively studied in the literature, the modeling of structures coupled through open cavities,

especially connected in cascade, is still a challenging task for most of the existing methods. The

possible presence of micro-perforated panels (MPPs) in such systems adds additional difficulties in

terms of both modeling and physical understanding. In this study, a sub-structuring methodology

based on the Patch Transfer Function (PTF) approach with a Compound Interface treatment

technique, referred to as CI-PTF method, is proposed, for dealing with complex systems involving

cascade open/closed acoustic cavities and MPPs. The co-existence of apertures and solid/flexible/

micro-perforated panels over a mixed separation interface is characterized using a compound panel

subsystem, which enhances the systematic coupling feature of the PTF framework. Using several

typical configurations, the versatility and efficiency of the proposed method is illustrated.

Numerical studies highlight the physical understanding on the behavior of MPP inside a complex

vibroacoustic environment, thus providing guidance for the practical design of such systems.
VC 2014 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4887442]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic cavities, either partially or completely sur-

rounded by vibrating structures, are commonly seen in

various applications. Typical examples include vehicle and

aircraft cabins, double-glazed windows, acoustic silencers,

music instruments, etc. A closed cavity typically refers to an

air volume enclosed by a continuous and closed boundary,

while an open cavity has air aperture over part of the bound-

ary surface, allowing direct interaction between the interior

and exterior acoustic domains. The problem of a closed cav-

ity with a surrounding flexible structure has been extensively

studied in the literature.1–5 For example, Dowell et al.1 pro-

posed a modal-based acoustoelasticity framework for deal-

ing with such systems, and, in particular, investigated a

rectangular cavity with a flexible wall. Fuller and Fahy2 ana-

lyzed the sound wave propagation and energy distribution in

an elastic cylindrical shell. Pan et al.3 studied the sound

transmission into an acoustic enclosure through a vibrating

plate. Cheng et al.4 examined a mechanically linked double-

wall structure with a sandwiched acoustic cavity. Dijckmans

et al.5 simulated the transmission loss of multilayered light-

weight structures using a transfer matrix method. The com-

mon point among these studies is that the acoustic cavities

are closed without any aperture, thus the energy transmitted

into the cavity interior is entirely through the flexural vibra-

tion of the structural boundary.

However, closed cavities only represent a limited num-

ber of practical applications. A more general system may

comprise open acoustic cavities, where the separation inter-

face between acoustic media can be both structural and

acoustical. Since the coupling through the structure and the

aperture needs to be treated separately, the direct application

of the aforementioned techniques is not feasible. A represen-

tative example is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which multiple

mixed separations, comprising rigid/flexible structure, air

aperture, and micro-perforated panels (MPPs), are connected

in cascade through open cavities. In principle, the acoustic

domains on either end can be of any type, although rigid

ducts are used in the figure for illustration purpose.

It has been demonstrated in the literature that sub-

structuring approaches can best handle multilayered sub-

systems connected in series. In this paper, an improved

Patch Transfer Function (PTF) approach6–10 is proposed,

with a number of added features specific to the handling of

mixed separation between open cavities and the presence

of micro-perforates. The so-called “patch” refers to the

small surface area segmenting each coupling surface, on

which the transfer functions describing the sound pressure

and velocity relationships can, a priori, be determined.

The coupling between the sub-divided domains is per-

formed by manipulating these pre-calculated patch trans-

fer functions (subsystem PTFs) under the superposition

principle of linear system. In such a manner, multiple
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subsystems connected in series can be pieced together

layer by layer.

However, the existing PTF framework is not efficient in

handling open cavities. In order to tackle this difficulty, this

paper presents a new “structuralized” formulation of the air

aperture, with the latter being considered as an equivalent

structural component (virtual panel).11 Thus, by combining

the structural part and the aperture into a single structural sub-

system, referred to as “compound panel” hereafter, the cou-

pling between the two acoustic domains can be characterized

by an equivalent structural path, such converting a system

with parallel connections into one with serial connections.

From a different perspective, the system complexity

may also be due to the presence of other non-conventional

structural/acoustic elements like MPPs. A typical MPP con-

sists of a sheet metal with a lattice of sub-millimeter size

perforation.12 With appropriate perforation ratio, a MPP pro-

vides high acoustic resistance and low acoustic reactance,

necessary for an effective sound absorption. Because of its

appealing features such as cleanable, fiber-free and non-

combustible, MPPs have found their use in a wide range of

practical applications.13–20 For example, Kang and

Brocklesby13 investigated the feasibility of applying MPP

absorbers in ventilated window system. Allam and Åbom14

proposed a new type of silencer based on MPP with slit

holes. Wang et al.15 developed a hybrid silencer using light-

weight MPPs coupled with side-branch cavities. Bravo

et al.16,17 discussed the sound absorption and transmission of

flexible MPPs and MPPs backed by a flexible plate. Liu and

Herrin18 studied the effect of MPP absorption in acoustic en-

closure by partitioning the backing cavity. It has been dem-

onstrated through these studies that the performances of

MPPs can be strongly affected by their surrounding environ-

ment, which significantly differs from the impedance tube

setting. This indicates that accurately predicting the behavior

of MPPs inside complex environment requires fully coupled

vibroacoustic modeling tools which consider the MPP as an

integrated component of the system. In this study, the exis-

tence of micro-perforations over the structure is treated using

an equivalent mobility method, which averages the effect of

air-mass motion inside the holes and the flexural vibration of

plate frame. The equivalent mobility of MPP is then com-

bined with air aperture and other structural components to

fully describe a compound panel subsystem.

In the following sections, the proposed sub-structuring

framework is first formulated, together with the compound

panel subsystem treatment and MPPs. Heavily relying on

Compound Interface treatment under the PTF framework,

the proposed method is therefore referred to as CI-PTF

method. Using the proposed method, various representative

examples are explored to demonstrate the capability and the

flexibility of the proposed formulation. Among these exam-

ples, the coupling between open cavities in cascade, as well

as the behavior of MPP absorbers inside complex working

environment, is discussed and the underlying physics are

revealed.

II. FORMULATION

The CI-PTF framework is first formulated. Consider a

typical elementary cavity-separation-cavity system as shown

in Fig. 2. Two open acoustic cavities are connected through

a mixed separation comprising flexible panel, aperture, and

MPP. This elementary system can serve as a basic building

block to handle more complex configurations such as the

one shown in Fig. 1, which can be constructed by connecting

multiple such elementary systems in series. As illustrated in

Fig. 2, the system is first decoupled into structural and acous-

tic subsystems, and each coupling surface is segmented into

N small elementary surfaces called patches.6,7 The subsys-

tem patch transfer functions (PTFs) are defined as the pres-

sure or velocity response at a receiving patch due to an

excitation at another patch. More specifically, they are

mainly classified into two categories: Patch mobility Ys
ij for

vibrating structures and patch impedance Za
ij for acoustic

domains,

Ys
ij¼

�V
s
i

�F
s
j

; where �V
s
i ¼

1

Si

ð
si

VsdSi and �F
s
j ¼

1

Sj

ð
sj

FsdSj;

Za
ij¼

�F
a
i

�V
a
j

; where �V
a
j ¼

1

Sj

ð
sj

VadSj and �F
a
i ¼
ð

si

PadSi;

(1)

where i and j denote the receiving and exciting patch, Si and

Sj are the corresponding patch surface area, superscripts s
and a represent the corresponding structural and acoustic

quantities, respectively. For the structural patch mobility, Ys
ij

is defined as the mean normal velocity on a receiving patch i
resulted from a unit normal force imposed on patch j, and

the acoustic impedance Za
ij is defined as the integration of

FIG. 1. Multiple mixed separations of flexible plate, aperture, and MPP con-

necting open acoustic cavities in cascade.

FIG. 2. Sub-structuring framework of the proposed PTF approach.
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mean acoustic pressures on patch i due to an imposed unit

velocity on exciting patch j. Note that PTFs of each subsys-

tem can, a priori, be calculated before the assembly to form

a set of database.

The mixed separation as shown in Fig. 2 consists of

structural (flexible panel), acoustical (aperture), as well as

mixed (MPP) components, which normally requires different

treatment. This could jeopardize the systematic feature of

sub-structuring techniques in dealing with complex systems.

To tackle the problem, two techniques are proposed to

empower the original PTF framework with the ability of

handling such mixed separations, namely, the virtual panel

treatment for the aperture, and the equivalent mobility

treatment for the MPP. It is anticipated that if the mixed sep-

arations can be characterized using a single structural sub-

system, the parallel connection between the open cavities

can be converted into a serial one.

The virtual panel treatment to “structuralize” an air

aperture is formulated as follows: consider an aperture of

small thickness La connecting two open acoustic cavities in

Fig. 2, the pressure field inside the aperture can be expressed

in terms of two oppositely propagating acoustic waves,21

paðx; y; zÞ ¼
X

n

an
aw

n
aðe�jkn

z z þ ênejkn
z zÞ; (2)

where an
a is the nth modal amplitude of the aperture; wn

a is

the corresponding cross-sectional eigenfunction; z axis

defines the thickness direction; ên is the ratio between the

coefficients of the forwarding and back-warding acoustic

waves; kn
z is the wave number along the z axis as

kn
z ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x=c0ð Þ2 � kn

xð Þ2 � kn
y

� �2
q

, where kn
x and kn

y are the

wave number according to the cross-sectional eigenfunction.

When the thickness of the air aperture is much smaller

than the acoustic wavelength of interest, the through-

thickness velocity fluctuations of the air particles should not

be very drastic.11 Thus, an averaged through-thickness

velocity �Vz can be assumed to characterize the pressure gra-

dient in the z axis according to the momentum equation

@pa

@z
¼ �jq0x �Vz: (3)

Using the pressure gradient at the front surface where

z¼ 0, �Vz is expressed as

Vz ¼
X

n

an
akn

z ð1� ênÞwn
a

q0x
: (4)

The sound pressures at the back surface, i.e., z¼ La, can

be obtained using a Taylor’s series expansion with neglected

second-order higher terms:

paðx; y; LaÞ � paðx; y; 0Þ þ La
@pa

@z
: (5)

Therefore, given a pressure difference Dp on both sides

of the aperture, one has

Dp

La
¼ � @pa

@z
: (6)

By substituting the averaged through-thickness velocity

expression in Eq. (4) into the above equation, and making

use of the orthogonality property of the cross-sectional

modes, the resulted aperture modal amplitude an
a due to the

pressure excitation is obtained as

an
a ¼

ð
Sa

Dpwn
adSa

jkn
z LaNn

að1� ênÞ ; (7)

where Nn
a ¼

Ð
Sa

wn
aw

n0

a dSa, Sa is the aperture surface area.

According to the definition of patch mobility in Eq. (1),

the equivalent mobility of the aperture Ya eventually becomes

Ya ¼
�V

a
i

�F
a
j

¼ 1

jq0xLasisj

� �X
n

1

Nn
a

ð
Si

wn
adSi

ð
Sj

wn
adSj: (8)

The calculation of patch mobility of the flexible panel is

rather straightforward based on the modal expansion theory,

which is discussed in Appendix A. Comparing the expres-

sions of aperture mobility and panel mobility [i.e., Eqs. (8)

and (A4), respectively], it can be seen that the aperture

mobility in the present form is equivalent to a vibrating

structure, with structural density q0, thickness La, and a

frequency-dependent stiffness (not explicitly shown here).

The effective thickness range allowing for a satisfactory pre-

diction of the aperture treatment is typically smaller than 1
4

of the minimum acoustic wavelength of interest.11 This

so-called “virtual panel treatment” tactically converts an

acoustical connection between open cavities into an equiva-

lent structural one.

To follow the same logic, the presence of the MPP is

also included into the compound panel subsystem described

previously. To this end, the well-known Maa’s formula,12

based on short narrow tube theory, is used for calculating the

characteristic impedance of the perforated holes as

Zh ¼
32gt

d2
1þ k2

32

� �1=2

þ
ffiffiffi
2
p

32
k

d

t

" #

þ jq0xt 1þ 1þ k2

32

� ��1=2

þ 0:85
d

t

" #
; (9)

where q0 is the air density; g is the air viscosity;

k ¼ d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0x=4g

p
; r, t, and d are the perforation ratio, panel

thickness, and perforated hole diameter, respectively.

It has been demonstrated in the literature that the actual

behavior of MPP is determined by the relative motion

between the air mass inside holes and the panel frame.15–17

Therefore, an accurate description of the MPP inside com-

plex vibroacoustic environment requires the inclusion of

MPP vibration.

Consider a piece of thin flexible MPP with perforated

holes. Given the short distance between perforated holes

compared to the acoustic wavelength of interest, the aver-

aged MPP velocity (or the mean air particle velocity in the

vicinity of its surface) Vmpp can be approximated by averag-

ing the plate vibrating velocity Vp and that of the air mass

inside the holes Vh as
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Vmpp ¼ ð1� rÞVp þ rVh: (10)

The pressure difference Dp across the MPP surface is

contributed by the viscous force due to relative motion

between holes and frame, and the inertial force due to air

mass motion only,10,17

Dp ¼ Re Zhf g Vh � Vpð Þ þ iIm Zhf gVh; (11)

where Re{} and Im{} denote the real part and imaginary

part of the hole impedance.

For the plate vibration part, its velocity according to

Eq. (1) can be expressed as

Vp ¼ YpFp ¼ Yp Dp� sð Þ; (12)

where s is the surface area of the segmented patch.

By incorporating Eqs. (10)–(12), the equivalent MPP

mobility Ympp can be obtained as

Ympp ¼
Dp� s

Vmpp
¼ ð1� rÞ þ rReðZhÞ

Zh

� �
Yp þ

r
sZh

; (13)

or, in a more compact form,

Ympp ¼ T� Yp þM; (14)

where T ¼ ð1� rÞ þ rRe Zhf g=Zh represents the contribu-

tion from the structural vibration to the averaged MPP veloc-

ity, Yp is the patch mobility of the flexible plate frame,

M ¼ r=ðsZhÞ is the equivalent mobility of the perforation

holes, contributed by the air mass vibration.

Now, different components over a mixed separation as

shown in Fig. 2 have been formulated accordingly, which

include flexible plate mobility Yp (Appendix A), equivalent

aperture mobility Ya [Eq. (8)], and MPP mobility Ympp

[Eq. (13)]. Owing to the segmentation of patches using the

PTF approach, the global mobility matrix of a mixed separa-

tion can be conveniently constructed by combining those

components at different positions, forming a kind of com-

pound panel subsystem as follows:

Ya 0 0

0 Yp Yp-mpp

0 Ympp-p Ympp

2
4

3
5 Fa

Fp

Fmpp

8<
:

9=
; ¼

Va

Vp

Vmpp

8<
:

9=
;; (15)

where Yp-mpp and Ympp-p are the cross-coupling terms

between the solid and micro-perforated part of the flexible

panel. The null terms indicate that the coupling between the

air aperture and structure is weak, due to the significant dif-

ference in their impedance.

As to the patch impedance Za for different acoustic

domains, three typical cases are considered in this study,

including acoustic cavity Zc, semi-infinite field Zr, and

rectangular duct radiation Zd. Their detailed formulations are

summarized in Appendixes B–D, respectively.

After all these treatments, the PTF assembling proce-

dure for the entire system shown in Fig. 2 can be performed

by making use of the superposition principle of linear

vibroacoustic systems. On one hand, patch velocities for the

structural interface (compound panel) can be expressed as a

sum of the initial velocity ~Vs before the coupling, and the ve-

locity resulted from the forces exerted by the coupled

domains, calculated via structural PTFs. On the other hand,

patch forces for the acoustic domains are the sum of initial

force ~F before the coupling, and the force induced by the

structural vibration, calculated via acoustic PTFs,

Vs ¼ ~Vs þ YsðF1 þ F2Þ compound panel;

F1 ¼ ~F1 þ Z1V1 acoustic domain I;

F2 ¼ ~F2 þ Z2V2 acoustic domain II:

(16)

The above equations are fully coupled in nature. By

adding continuity conditions of normal patch velocities at

the connecting patches V1 ¼ V2 ¼ Vs, the response of the

compound panel can be calculated as

Vs ¼
~Vs þ Ysð ~F1 þ ~F2Þ
I � YsðZ1 þ Z2Þ

; (17)

where subscripts 1 and 2 represent acoustic domains I and II,

respectively.

For multiple mixed separations connected via open cav-

ities in cascade, such as the one shown in Fig. 1, or systems

involving complex loadings or attachments, the above mod-

eling principle is still applicable. It is worth mentioning

again that the pre-calculated subsystem PTFs, stored as data-

bases, can be flexibly manipulated for constructing any

desired system configuration, which could significantly save

the modeling effort compared with traditional global model-

ing approaches.

Once the velocity response of each coupled interface is

obtained, other parameters, such as the sound transmission

loss (TL), can be evaluated by TL ¼ 10log10ð1=sÞ, where s
is the ratio between the radiated and incident sound power

s ¼ Prad=Pinc. The incident sound power Pinc correspond-

ing to a normal plane wave excitation with pressure ampli-

tude p0 is

Pinc ¼
jp0j2

2q0c0

Sinc; (18)

where Sinc is the area of the incident surface. Also, for the

radiated sound power Prad,

Prad ¼
1

2

ð
srad

RefPrad � V�radgdSrad; (19)

where Prad is the radiated sound pressure at each patch, cal-

culated via radiation impedance Zr; Srad is the area of the

radiation surface; the asterisk for the patch velocity denotes

the complex conjugate.

III. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

The proposed CI-PTF method can be applied to a wide

spectrum of structural-acoustic problems, some of which

are investigated in the following sections as illustrative

examples.
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A. Baffled double-glazed panel system

The first application example considers a double-glazed

panel system embedded in an infinite baffle, where two

vibrating plates separated by an acoustic cavity are exposed

to semi-infinite acoustic fields on both sides. This example

could validate the proposed PTF framework, as well as the

subsystem treatment including the flexible panel, acoustic

cavity, and semi-infinite acoustic domains. As shown in

Fig. 3, the upper panel is excited by a plane wave of normal

incidence with a unit pressure amplitude p0 ¼ 1, resulting in

an incident sound pressure field above the panel as

pi ¼ 2p0 þ prad
i , with 2p0 being the blocked acoustic pressure

and prad
i the radiated sound pressure due to the panel vibra-

tion. Similarly, the radiated acoustic field below the lower

panel is written as pr ¼ prad
r . In the simulation, the two plates

are assumed to be identical, made of aluminum with a cross-

section of 0.5 m� 0.3 m, and a thickness of 1 mm. Both

plates are assumed to be simply supported along the four

edges for the sake of simplicity. The sound pressure field

inside the rectangular cavity with a depth of 0.6 m is

expressed in terms of the rigid-walled acoustic modes, with

detailed formulation given in Appendix B.

The cavity between the two panels is treated in several

ways. The simplest one (case 1) is to consider the cavity

between the two panels as a subsystem as a whole. This case

serves as the benchmark case to verify the subsystem PTFs,

including flexible panel mobility Yp [Eq. (A4)], cavity

impedance Zc [Eq. (B5)], and radiation impedance Zr

[Eq. (C1)]. In Fig. 4, the predicted TL using the proposed

approach is presented, which exhibits strong resonant pat-

tern. The first dip at 35 Hz corresponds to the first panel

mode, while the second dip at 62 Hz being the panel-cavity

coupled resonance, and the next dip at 114 Hz a panel-

controlled resonance. The same system was investigated pre-

viously using finite-element method (FEM).22 Although not

shown here, a perfect agreement is found to exist between

the present result and that reported using FEM.22

To further verify the accuracy of the aperture treatment

using the present example, two more cases with sub-divided

cavities (0.3 m in thickness each) are tested with results

shown in Fig. 4: case 2 directly connects the sub-cavities by

using continuity of pressures and velocities over the separat-

ing surface, while case 3 inserts a virtual panel (of 1 mm

thick) in the middle, resulting in a system involving three

structural subsystems (two real panels and one virtual panel)

coupled through two cavities. As shown in Fig. 4, the good

agreement between case 1 and case 2 indicates that adopting

rigid-walled acoustic modes in the calculation is accurate

even though the cavity is sub-divided into “open” cavities.

This also confirms the cavity impedance treatment as formu-

lated in Appendix B. For case 3, it can be seen that using vir-

tual panel for aperture modeling results in very good

agreement with previous two cases, which verifies the valid-

ity of the proposed virtual panel treatment.

B. Expansion chamber muffler

Expansion chamber mufflers23–25 as noise control devi-

ces are widely used. Using the proposed sub-structuring

approach, the TL of such mufflers is studied. Figure 5 shows

a 2-D empty expansion chamber with infinite-long inlet and

outlet ducts, where the corresponding dimensions are as

sketched. The well-known 1-D theory based on plane wave

assumption gives24

TL ¼ 10 log10 1þ 0:25 m� 1

m

� �2

sin2ðklÞ

 !
; (20)

FIG. 3. Double-glazed panel system in an infinite baffle under plane wave

incidence.

FIG. 4. Transmission loss of the system shown in Fig. 3 calculated using the

proposed approach.

FIG. 5. Transmission loss of an empty expansion chamber, with comparison

to 1-D theory and FEM analysis.
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where m is the expansion ratio, l is the chamber length, and k
is the wave number. The calculated TL using this analytical

formula shows periodic dome-like behavior throughout

the frequency range, with TL maxima appearing at f
¼ ð2n� 1Þc0=4l and minima at f ¼ nc0=2l, n ¼ 1; 2; 3;….

The proposed PTF approach is employed, where the

entire system is sub-divided into inlet duct, chamber cavity,

and outlet duct. In principle, the coupling between these sub-

systems can be treated using either continuity descriptions of

pressures and velocities, or the structuralized aperture treat-

ment based on the compound panel. The latter is adopted

here due to the flexibility it offers. In Fig. 5, the predicted

TL using the proposed PTF approach shows excellent agree-

ment with the finite element result using commercial soft-

ware COMSOL Mutiphysics, while the PTF approach is

shown to be more computational efficient.11 The influence of

the multi-dimensional waves at frequencies higher than the

cut-off frequency of the muffler (fc¼ 570 Hz) is also

obvious, which leads to the complete break-down of the

plane wave model.

To demonstrate the capability of the proposed formula-

tion, Fig. 6 further considers another two configurations of

multi-chamber muffler with extra internal partitions inside

the empty chamber. The original chamber length l¼ 0.5 m is

sub-divided by one or four pairs of partial partitions, forming

a serial connection of multiple open cavities. The added

partitions are all rigid. Using the PTF approach described in

Sec. II, the system involving partial partitions (treated as

compound panels comprising a solid part and an air aperture

part) connecting sub-cavities in cascade in the longitudinal

direction is modeled, where the corresponding subsystem

PTFs are stored in a pre-calculated database. In this way,

structural complexities such as extra partitions or even more

complex arrangements do not pose any technical difficulty in

using the proposed method. As shown in Fig. 6, TL compari-

sons between the PTF approach and FEM analyses again

demonstrate the calculation accuracy of the model.

Compared with an empty chamber used in Fig. 5, the added

partitions significantly alter the periodic TL pattern of an

empty expansion chamber, even resulting in very high TL at

certain frequency band. Both the height and position of the

enhanced TL regions seem to be dependent on the number of

partitions. This observation suggests that room exists for tun-

ing and optimizing the performance of such mufflers through

the use of internal partitions, although it is beyond the scope

of the present study. The design cost using the proposed sub-

structuring method is very low due to the modular nature of

the method.

C. Sound radiation from a partially opened cavity

The proposed compound panel treatment not only

provides an efficient tool for dealing with coupled open cav-

ities, but also offers the opportunity for investigations into

some typical vibroacoustic problems, where both structural

and acoustical couplings between acoustic media co-exist.

Figure 7 shows a typical example involving a partially

opened acoustic cavity with a point source inside. The sepa-

ration between the interior and exterior acoustic fields can be

any combination of rigid/flexible plate and aperture. This

system may represent a room with an opening, loudspeaker

system, partial noise insulation enclosure, etc.26 Using

the PTF approach, the exterior domain is described as a

semi-infinite radiation field using Rayleigh’s integral

(Appendix C); a single compound panel subsystem is used to

describe the mixed separations connecting the interior and

exterior fields.

To validate the model, the sound pressure level (SPL) at

a receiving point as shown in Fig. 7 is calculated, and it is

compared to that obtained from FEM. In the simulation, the

acoustic cavity has a dimension of 1 mðxÞ � 0:2 mðyÞ
�0:8 mðzÞ, and a plate [of width 0:8 mðxÞ] covers 4

5
of the

open cavity. The plate is first assumed to be rigid. A sound

source is located at ð0:05; 0:01; 0:1Þ, and the receiving point

at ð0:9; 0; 1:1Þ. Note that the radiation field in FEM model

is artificially approximated by constructing an outer enclo-

sure with sound absorbing boundary conditions, whose im-

pedance equals to the air impedance q0c0. Using Rayleigh’s

integral, the radiated sound pressure Pr
p at the receiving point

p due to a vibrating patch j (over the aperture area) of the

compound panel can be calculated using the radiation

impedance Zrpj, which is defined as

Zrpj ¼
Pr

p

�V
r
j

¼ 1

2p
jq0x

e�jkdpj

dpj
sj; (21)

where dpj is the distance between the receiving point and

center of the radiating patch area Sj. Figure 8 compares the

FIG. 6. Transmission loss of expansion chambers with additional internal

partitions. FIG. 7. Sound radiation from a partially opened acoustic cavity.
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SPLs at the receiving point calculated via PTF approach and

FEM. It can be seen that the two curves generally agree well

over the frequency range, despite some noticeable discrepan-

cies, which are mainly attributed to the boundary approxima-

tion made in the FEM model.

In Fig. 9, the visualized sound pressure fields using the

PTF approach are presented at an arbitrary frequency of 600

Hz, where (a) and (b) correspond to the complete and half

opening cases, respectively. It can be seen that the sound

pressures in both cases are continuous across the aperture, as

expected. The exterior radiation field is typically in a scatter-

ing pattern, and the interior cavity domain shows strong

modal behavior.

As to the effect of structural vibration over the mixed

separation, Fig. 10 compares two cases with rigid and flexi-

ble plates, respectively, both covering 4
5

of the cavity open-

ing. In the rigid case, the interaction between acoustic media

can only take place through the aperture, as evidenced by a

continuous pressure variation over the aperture while an

obvious pressure discontinuity across the rigid plate. For the

flexible case at its structural resonance f¼ 128 Hz, however,

the high pressure jump blocked by the partial structure is

weakened, due to a significant increase in the structural mo-

bility. Therefore, the interaction between acoustic media

takes place through a combination of both structural and

acoustical connections. Note that the curved panel sketched

in Fig. 10(b) is intended to indicate that the panel is flexible.

It does not correspond to its actual deflection shape. Using

near-field acoustic holography in the experimental work,26

similar observations were obtained, in agreement with the

present findings.

D. MPP inside complex vibroacoustic environment

The three-dimensional system shown in Fig. 1 is consid-

ered here, in which staggered partial partitions or MPPs are

connected in cascade through open acoustic cavities. The

system can actually represent a wide range of practical appli-

cations, such as MPP backed by air layer and flexible plate,16

double-glazed ventilation window27 and with MPP absorb-

ers,13 mufflers with internal partitions24 or MPPs as sound

absorbing panels,14 etc. Using the proposed formulation, dif-

ferent combinations of flexible plates, apertures and MPPs

are characterized into a compound panel subsystem,

FIG. 8. SPLs at the receiving point calculated using PTF approach and

FEM.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Sound pressure field visualizations: (a) a complete

opening; (b) a half opening.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Effect of structural resonance on the sound radia-

tion: (a) the partial structure is rigid; (b) the partial structure is flexible at its

resonance f¼ 72 Hz (the deflection shape is only to show the panel is

flexible).
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allowing a flexible description of the separation layers. In

the inlet duct, the system is excited by a normal incident

plane wave. The reflected sound waves, as well as the trans-

mitted waves in the outlet duct, are calculated using duct

radiation impedance Zd (Appendix D).

As a starting point, Fig. 11 compares TL curves for three

cases: Case 1 as benchmark has double staggered panels;

case 2 adds two partial MPPs in parallel alignment with

outer panels; case 3 in staggered alignment, respectively. In

the simulation, the cross-section of the rigid duct is

0:5 mðxÞ � 0:5 mðyÞ, and that of the partial panels (including

MPPs) is 0:4 mðxÞ � 0:5 mðyÞ. The compound surface area is

meshed into 10� 10 patches to ensure the calculation con-

vergence up to 3400 Hz,6,7 and each panel in aluminum has

a thickness of 2 mm, simply supported along the edges for

the sake of simplicity. The open cavity is 1 m wide, evenly

divided by two identical MPPs, having a hole diameter of

0.2 mm and perforation ratio of 1%.

Figure 11 shows that both cases with additional MPPs

generally improve the TL performance as compared to case

1, where case 3 with staggered alignment seems to perform

better than case 2 with parallel alignment at most frequen-

cies. The corresponding sound pressure fields at f¼ 480 Hz

are visualized in Fig. 12, where the sound pressure across

the apertures are shown to be continuous. Inside the outlet

duct, the radiated sound pressure level for the staggered case

3 is visibly lower, in agreement with the TL comparison in

Fig. 11.

To demonstrate the effect of the MPP, the predicted TLs

with/without micro-perforations in the staggered alignment

case are compared in Fig. 13. Case A has two inner solid

panels, which are replaced by two MPPs in case B. The TL

curve of case A has been validated against a FEM model

with good agreement (not shown here). For frequency range

up to 3000 Hz with 300 calculation points, the computational

time using the PTF approach is typically several minutes,

while FEM analysis with 1� 106 nodes generally takes one

hour. When the system dimension is amplified by 5–6 times,

analysis shows that PTF calculation has much better conver-

gence at high frequencies than FEM.

Figure 13 shows that introducing micro-perforations

allows lifting up the TL dips and reducing some TL peaks in

case A, resulting in a more flattened and uniformly distrib-

uted TL curve. The lifted TL dips are mainly attributed to

the MPP dissipation, which is equivalent to increasing the

system damping. The original TL peaks in case A are due to

the reactive effect of staggered partitions by creating internal

area discontinuities, where the sound reflection is strong.

With perforation holes, the sound pressures across the MPP

surface become more continuous,11 thus the TL peaks are

seen to be reduced due to weakened reactive effect.

Roughly, the introduction of MPPs leads to a 5 dB increase

of the lower envelop of the TL curves, which is an appreci-

able improvement for broadband noise control applications.

FIG. 11. TLs according to three cases: Case 1, double staggered panels;

case 2, two additional MPPs in parallel alignment with outer panels; case 3,

two MPPs in staggered alignment.

FIG. 12. (Color online) Visualization of sound pressure field: (a) parallel

alignment case 2; (b) staggered alignment case 3.

FIG. 13. Effect of MPP: Transmission loss with added inner panels with/-

without perforations.
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To quantify the energy dissipation by the first MPP at

Lz¼ 0.33 m, an “absorption ratio” is defined as

absorption ratio ¼ 1�Wout

Win

; (22)

where Win ¼ 1
2

Ð
Sin

RefPin � V�ingdSin is the sound power

entering the front surface of the box (Fig. 14), and Wout

¼ 1
2

Ð
sout

RefPout � V�outgdSout is the transmitted sound power

leaving the back surface. Note that the two surfaces are

selected very close to each in the vicinity of the structural

surface, in order to avoid null boundary velocities due to the

use of the rigid-walled acoustic modes. It is anticipated that

if no absorbing element is presented inside the prescribed

box, this absorption ratio should be constantly zero.

Figure 14 shows the absorption ratio curves of the solid

panel (Case A) and the MPP (Case B). For the solid panel

case, the absorption ratio is constantly zero, indicating that

the sound powers entering and leaving the enclosed box are

equal as expected. With the MPP, the absorption ratio shows

strong dependence on the frequency. In fact, the MPP is fully

coupled to the surrounding vibroacoustic environment; its

sound absorption exhibits extremely complex frequency-

dependent behavior. One can surmise that a MPP cannot be

treated as a local reactive component (like conventional

sound absorption materials) in designing such systems. As a

result, MPPs should be taken as an integrate part of the sys-

tem and, for that, accurate, fully coupled modeling tools as

the one presented in this study is definitely needed.

The influence of structural resonance on the sound trans-

mission is shown by the plot of acoustic intensity vectors,

which represents the time-averaged energy flux. Using

the staggered case with four identical flexible panels as an

example, Fig. 15(a) presents the intensity vectors at a low

frequency of f¼ 10 Hz, where the energy flow mainly goes

through the apertures and is blocked by the structures.

Indeed, the apertures having lower acoustic impedance com-

pared to the relatively strong structures allow the acoustic

waves to penetrate through more easily. In Fig. 15(b), the

intensity vectors at f¼ 49 Hz are plotted, corresponding to

the first structural resonance of all panels. It can be seen that

energy transmission through the cascade separation layers

penetrates through the flexible panels to a larger extent, due

to the significantly weakened structural impedance at the res-

onance. This phenomenon should be particularly noted when

designing reactive silencers with internal partitions.28 When

the internal partitions are made of thin metal sheets, the

overall noise attenuation ability of the silencers can be over-

estimated in simulation without considering the vibration

effects but can be seriously compromised in practice.

So far, the capability of the proposed CI-PTF method

has been demonstrated through several representative config-

urations. It should be noted, however, that although the

current formulation, owing to its modular and patch average

nature, can cover a much wider frequency range (low to mid-

high) than other conventional methods such as FEM/BEM,

the very high frequency end is still a problem. At high fre-

quencies, energy based method such as Static Energy

Analysis (SEA) is definitely more appropriate. Another limi-

tation of the compound panel treatment is related to the

geometry of the mixed interface. At its current version, the

treatment is applicable to flat separation interfaces due to

the mathematical treatment along the thickness direction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An improved PTF framework based on the sub-

structuring principle is proposed to deal with complex vibroa-

coustic systems involving open acoustic cavities and micro-

perforated elements connected in cascade. For a mixed
FIG. 14. Actual sound absorption ratio of a MPP inside the complex vibroa-

coustic environment.

FIG. 15. Visualization of energy flow using sound intensity vectors: (a)

f¼ 10 Hz, acoustic path dominant; (b) f¼ 72 Hz (panel resonance), both

structural and acoustic paths.
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separation between cavities, the presence of air aperture is

treated as a virtual vibrating panel, while the MPP is modeled

using an equivalent mobility method. By doing so, different

combination of rigid/flexible structure, aperture and MPP can

be regrouped into a single compound panel subsystem. This

treatment tactically converts the parallel connections between

acoustic media into serial connections, thus overcoming some

of the inherent difficulties of the PTF techniques in dealing

with complex systems allowing both structural and acoustic

sound transmissions. The updated PTF approach with

upgraded Compound Interface (CI) features is referred to as

CI-PTF method.

CI-PTF method simplifies the modeling procedure in han-

dling mixed separations, thus allowing the exploration of a

wide spectrum of challenging application examples. The accu-

racy and efficiency of the proposed framework, along with the

subsystem treatments, are thoroughly validated through typical

examples. The effects of structural vibration, partial opening,

micro-perforation in typical vibroacoustic systems are investi-

gated, allowing some fundamental physical understandings.

The efficiency and flexibility offered by CI-PTF method

warrant its use in performing system optimization, for the

better system design in practical applications. Regarding

MPPs, their actual sound absorption performance is shown

to be strongly dependent on the surrounding environment in

which they are put in. This unequivocally advocates that a

MPP cannot simply be considered as a locally reactive ele-

ment in a complex working environment. Instead, it should

be considered as an integrative part of the whole system, for

which fully coupled modeling tools as the one presented in

this study are definitely needed.

It is relevant to note that, in a broader sense, the

proposed CI-PTF method is capable of tackling even more

complex system configurations, such as irregular shaped or

inhomogeneous subsystems, etc. Note that the calculation of

subsystem PTFs is not confined to simple geometries using

analytical expressions, while other methods such as FEM or

even experimental measurements are also applicable to sub-

systems for real industrial applications.
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APPENDIX A: FLEXIBLE PANEL MOBILITY YS

The panel flexural vibration is governed by the Love-

Kirchhoff equation as

D�r4wpðx; y; tÞþqph
@wpðx; y; tÞ

@t2
¼ Dp; (A1)

where wpðx; y; tÞ is the panel transverse displacement, qp, h,

and D� are the density, thickness, complex flexible rigidity

of the panel, respectively.

Based on the modal expansion theory, wpðx; y; tÞ can be

expanded in terms of modal coordinates as

wpðx; y; tÞ ¼
X

m

am
p Um

p ; (A2)

where am
p is the mth modal amplitude of the panel, Um

p is the

corresponding modal shape function.

For classical boundary conditions such as simply sup-

ported, the eigenfunctions are analytically known.7 While

for other boundaries, a semi-analytical approach29,30 can be

used to obtain the corresponding eigenfunctions.

In a harmonic regime with an angular frequency x,

using the orthogonality property, the modal amplitude is

obtained by multiplying the governing equation with an

extra Um
p and integrating over the surface,

am
p Mm

p ðx2
m � x2Þ ¼

ð
sp

DpUm
p dSp: (A3)

Therefore, according to the definition in Eq. (1), the

flexible panel mobility Yp can be calculated as

Yp¼
�V

p
i

�F
p
j

¼
X

m

jx
Mm

p sisjðx2
m�x2Þ

ð
si

Um
p dSi

ð
sj

Um
p dSj: (A4)

APPENDIX B: ACOUSTIC CAVITY IMPEDANCE ZC

The sound pressure field pc inside an acoustic cavity

coupled with a vibrating structure can be expanded into a

series of eigenfunctions as

pcðx; y; zÞ ¼
X

r

ar
cu

r
c; (B1)

where ar
c is the rth modal amplitude of the cavity, ur

c is the

corresponding eigenfunctions.

For rectangular shaped cavity, rigid-walled acoustic

modes as eigenfunctions are assumed for the sake of simplic-

ity as

ur
c ¼ cos

rxp
Lc

x

x
� �

cos
ryp
Lc

y

y
� �

cos
rzp
Lc

z

z
� �

;

rx; ry; rz ¼ 0; 1; 2;…; (B2)

where Lc
x, Lc

y, Lc
z are the cavity dimensions in the x, y, z direc-

tions, respectively.

The Green’s formula together with Helmholtz equation

is used to relate the variables and boundary condition terms

in an integral equation,ð
Vc

ðpcr2ur
c �ur

cr2pcÞdVc ¼
ð

sc

pc
@ur

c

@n
�ur

c

@pc

@n

� �
dSc:

(B3)

Substituting the pressure gradient of a vibrating bound-

ary @pc=@n ¼ �jq0x �Vn into the above equation, the cavity

modal amplitude can be calculated as

ar
cNr

cðk2 � k2
r Þ ¼

ð
sc

ðjq0x �VnÞur
cdSc: (B4)
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Then, according to Eq. (1), the patch impedance of the

acoustic cavity is expressed as

Zc ¼
�F

c
i

�V
c
j

¼
X

r

jq0x
Nr

cðk2 � k2
r Þ

ð
si

ur
cdSi

ð
sj

ur
cdSj: (B5)

APPENDIX C: SEMI-INFINITE RADIATION
IMPEDANCE Zr

For a vibroacoustic system embedded in an infinite baffle,

the radiated sound pressure into the semi-infinite acoustic field

can be calculated using radiation impedance. Using the PTF

approach, a radiating patch impedance Zr based on the

Rayleigh’s integral method is used. The segmentation of

patches over the radiating surface is required to be smaller

than the half acoustic wavelength of interest, thus each vibrat-

ing patch can be considered as a simple monopole source.7,10

The radiated sound pressure Pr is contributed by two

parts, namely, the self-patch and cross-patch radiations. The

corresponding components are defined as

ZP
rii ¼

�P
r
i

�V
r
i

¼ q0c0ð1� e�jkaÞ;

ZP
rij ¼

�P
r
i

�V
r
j

¼ 1

2p
jq0x

e�jkdij

dij
sj;

(C1)

where a is the equivalent radius of a simple monopole

source, by approximating the rectangular patches as circular

ones. dij is the center-to-center distance between an excita-

tion patch j and receiving patch i. Note that quantity of radi-

ated pressure instead of radiated force is adopted here, which

is more convenient in calculating the radiated sound power

as in Eq. (19).

APPENDIX D: DUCT RADIATION IMPEDANCE Zd

Consider a semi-infinite rectangular duct excited by a

vibrating surface at one end, the radiated sound pressure field

using modal expansion method can be expressed as

pd ¼
X

s

as
dW

s
d; (D1)

where as
d is the sth modal amplitude of the duct; the corre-

sponding cross-sectional eigenfunctions corresponding to

rigid side-walls are

Ws
d ¼ cos

sxp
Ld

x

x
� �

cos
syp
Ld

y

y
� �

; sx;sy¼ 0;1;2;…: (D2)

In Ref. 19, the calculation of duct modal amplitude is

given as

as
d ¼ q0c0

X
s

1

Ns
d sin h

ð
Sd

�VnW
s
ddSd; (D3)

where �Vn is the normal vibrating velocity of the duct end, Sd

is the surface area, Ns
d ¼

Ð
Sd

Ws
dW

s0

d dSd, and the modal phase

angle

sin h ¼ �j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½ðsxp=Ld

xÞ
2 þ ðsyp=Ld

yÞ
2�

x=c0ð Þ2
� 1

vuut : (D4)

Then, according to Eq. (1), the duct radiation impedance is

calculated as

Zd ¼
�F

d
i

�V
d
j

¼ q0c0

X
s

1

Ns
d sin h

ð
Si

Ws
ddSi

ð
Sj

Ws
ddSj: (D5)
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